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The recent proposal of the type-II Weyl semimetal state has attracted significant interest. In this Letter,
we propose the concept of the three-dimensional type-II Dirac fermion and theoretically identify this new
symmetry-protected topological state in the large family of transition-metal icosagenides, MA3 (M ¼ V,
Nb, Ta; A ¼ Al, Ga, In). We show that the VAl3 family features a pair of strongly Lorentz-violating type-II
Dirac nodes and that each Dirac node can be split into four type-II Weyl nodes with chiral charge �1 via
symmetry breaking. Furthermore, we predict that the Landau level spectrum arising from the type-II Dirac
fermions in VAl3 is distinct from that of known Dirac or Weyl semimetals. We also demonstrate a
topological phase transition from a type-II Dirac semimetal to a quadratic Weyl semimetal or a topological
crystalline insulator via crystalline distortions.
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The correspondence between condensed matter and
high-energy physics has been a source of inspiration
throughout the history of physics. Advancements in topo-
logical band theory have uncovered a new and profound
relation that has enabled the realization of elementary
relativistic fermions in crystals with unique topologically
nontrivial properties [1–20]. Specifically, the low-energy
quasiparticle excitations of type-I Dirac semimetals [5–10],
type-I Weyl semimetals [11–17], and topological super-
conductors [18–20] are in direct correspondence with
relativistic Dirac, Weyl, and Majorana fermions, respec-
tively. From an application perspective, what makes this
realized connection with high-energy physics of impor-
tance and interest is the resulting broad range of topologi-
cally protected phenomena that can be potentially used
for low-power electronics, spintronics, and robust qubits
[21–23]. For these reasons, the type-I Dirac semimetal state
in Na3Bi [6,7] and Cd3As2 [8,9], the type-I Weyl semimetal
state in the TaAs family of crystals [15,17], and the various
topological superconductor candidates [18–20] have
attracted tremendous interest. Very recently, a new line
of thinking has gained attention that looks for new
topological quasiparticles beyond direct analogs in high-
energy physics. Such an idea offers inroads into new

topological phenomena that are not limited by the stringent
constraints in high-energy physics [24–26]. A particularly
interesting proposal is the prediction of type-II emergent
Weyl fermions [27]. Type-I Weyl fermions, which have
been realized in the TaAs family of crystals, are the direct
analogs of the massless relativistic Weyl fermion from high
energy physics. They respect Lorentz symmetry and have
the typical conical dispersion. In contrast, type-II Weyl
fermions are dramatically Lorentz symmetry breaking,
which is manifest in a tilted-over cone in energy-momen-
tum space [27]. These Lorentz-violating Weyl fermions can
give rise to many new properties, such as a direction-
dependent chiral anomaly [28], an antichiral effect of the
chiral Landau level [29], novel quantum oscillations due to
momentum-space Klein tunneling [30], and a modified
anomalous Hall conductivity [31]. The novel type-II Weyl
semimetal state has been recently predicted or confirmed in
a number of 3D crystals [27,32–40].
Since the type-II behavior only relies on the fact that

Lorentz invariance is not a necessary symmetry require-
ment in condensed-matter physics, in solid-state crystals,
Lorentz symmetry breaking is not limited to the type-II
Weyl fermion and, in principle, can emerge in other
particles, including the Weyl fermion’s most closely related
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particle, the Dirac fermion. However, to date, three-
dimensional (3D) type-II Dirac fermions remain entirely
lacking. In this Letter, we propose the concept of the 3D
type-II Dirac semimetal state and identify it in a large
family of transition-metal icosagenides,MA3 (M ¼ V, Nb,
Ta; A ¼ Al, Ga, In).
The VAl3 family of compounds crystalizes in a body-

centered tetragonal Bravais lattice with lattice constants
a ¼ 3.78 Å and c ¼ 8.322 Å [41] and the space group
I4=mmm (No. 139), as shown in Fig. 1(a). In this structure,
each Al atom is surrounded by four Vatoms in two different
local structures: a planar square and a tetrahedron geometry
[Fig. 1(b)]. Figure 1(c) shows the bulk Brillouin zone (BZ)
of the VAl3 crystal.
We now present the calculated band structure of VAl3 to

reveal the Dirac node and its type-II character. The first-
principles calculations were implemented in the VASP [42]
package. A 15 × 15 × 15MonkhorstPack k-point mesh was
used in the computationswith a cutoff energy of 500 eV. The
spin-orbit coupling effects were included in calculations
self-consistently [43]. The calculated bulk band structure
along high symmetry directions [Fig. 1(d)] reveals the
semimetallic ground state. The enlarged view of the band

structure [Fig. 1(g)] shows the conduction andvalence bands
cross each other along the Γ-Z direction, forming a Dirac
node near the Z point. Figures 1(e) and 1(f) show the energy
dispersion away from the Dirac node along all three k
directions. While the two bands have Fermi velocities of
opposite signs along the kx and ky directions, they have
velocities of the same sign along kz. Moreover, the constant
energy contour at the energy of the Dirac node consists of an
electron pocket and a hole pocket touching at the Dirac node
[Fig. 1(i)]. These observations demonstrate the first type-II
Dirac fermion semimetal state.
In order to understand the topological properties of the

type-II Dirac semimetal state in VAl3, we calculate the 2D
Z2 invariant ν2D and the mirror Chern number nM. Our
calculations show that both the kz ¼ 0 and kz ¼ π planes
have a trivial Z2 number (νkz¼0 ¼ νkz¼π ¼ 0) and that the
kz ¼ 0 plane has a nontrivial mirror Chern number nM ¼ 2.
We note that existing Dirac semimetals Na3Bi and Cd3As2
are known to possess a 2DZ2 (ν2D ¼ 1) and a mirror Chern
number (nM ¼ 1), respectively [10]. Therefore, the result
nM ¼ 2 indicates that the Dirac semimetal state in VAl3 is
topologically distinct from that in Cd3As2 orNa3Bi [10].We
wish to note that the type-I or type-II property of the Dirac
fermions is unrelated to the mirror Chern number, since the
tilt of the Dirac cone is controlled by a general kinetic
energy. A type-I Dirac semimetal is theoretically allowed to
have amirror Chern numbernM ¼ 2, but this type of system
has not been found in real materials.
We now explore the existence of protected surface states

in VAl3 and their connection to the type-II Dirac nodes. In
order to do so,we calculate the surface electronic structure of
the (100) surface, where the two Dirac nodes are projected
onto different k locations in the surface BZ. Figures 2(d)
and 2(e) show how the bulk BZ is projected onto the (100)
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FIG. 1. (a) The crystal structure of VAl3. The blue and red
spheres represent the V and Al atoms, respectively. (b) The local
structure of VAl3. (c) The bulk BZ of VAl3. (d) The calculated
bulk band structure of VAl3 in the presence of spin-orbit
coupling. The green shaded region shows the energy gap between
the lowest conduction and valence bands. (e),(f) Enlarged
calculation of the band dispersion along the (e) kz and
(f) kx=ky directions in the vicinity of the type-II Dirac node.
(g) An enlarged view of the area highlighted by the gray box in
(d). (h) Bulk Fermi surface of VAl3 with the red and blue pockets
denoting the electron and hole bands, respectively. (i) Bulk
constant energy contour in ðky; kzÞ space at kx ¼ 0 and at the
energy of the type-II Dirac nodes.
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FIG. 2. (a) Surface and bulk band structure of VAl3 along the
Γ̄-N̄ direction on the (100) surface BZ. (b) The calculated kz-ky
surface and bulk electronic structure at the energy of the bulk
Dirac node (∼28 meV above Fermi level). (c) Enlarged view of
the area highlighted by the black box that surrounds the projected
type-II Dirac node in (b). (d),(e) The bulk BZ is projected onto the
(100) surface form (kx, kz), (d) side view and (e) tilted view.
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surface. Because of the body-centered structural property,
VAl3’s (100) surface BZ center Γ̄ corresponds to the
projection of both the Σ-Γ line and the Σ1-Z line.
Because the Dirac nodes are near the Z point in the bulk,
their surface projections are close to the Γ̄ point. Figure 2(a)
shows the energy dispersion of the surface band structure
along the Γ̄-N̄ (kz) direction. We observe surface states that
emerge out of the Dirac node at kz ≃ 0.15ð2π=cÞ, sug-
gesting the existence of Fermi arcs. In Figs. 2(b) and 2(c), we
present the surface constant energy contour at the energy of
the bulk Dirac nodes. We see two pairs of Fermi arcs
terminated onto aDirac node. They start from theDirac node
and quickly merge onto the projected electronlike pocket.
To further showcase the novel physics that may be

studied in VAl3, we will now turn our attention towards
investigating its topological phase transitions. Generically,
a Dirac semimetal can be regarded as a critical point of
different phases. In Fig. 3(e) we show a cartoon illustration
of the (100) surface Fermi surface of VAl3. The mirror
Chern number nM ¼ 2 defined on the kz ¼ 0 plane and the
number of Fermi arcs found at each Dirac node are
consistent with each other. We first show the topological
phase transition from the type-II Dirac semimetal state to a
topological crystalline insulator state. We break the C4z
rotational symmetry by compressing the lattice along the x̂
direction that makes a ≠ b, for example, by applying
external pressure along the (100) or (010) direction. This
opens up a gap at VAl3’s type-II Dirac nodes. Because of
nM ¼ 2 at kz ¼ 0, the resulting insulating phase is a
topological crystalline insulator with two Dirac surface
states, as shown in Fig. 3(d). We now show two consecutive
topological phase transitions which transform the type-II
Dirac fermions first to quadratic double Weyl fermions with
chiral charge �2 then to linear single Weyl fermions with
chiral charge �1. As shown in Figs. 3(e)–3(g), we apply a
Zeeman field along the kz direction. This field breaks time-
reversal symmetry but preserves the C4 rotational sym-
metry. As a result, each type-II Dirac node is found to split
into a pair of quadratic Weyl nodes with chiral charge of
�2. Because of the �2 chiral charge, each quadratic Weyl
node is required to have two Fermi arcs. Interestingly, the
four Fermi arcs associated with each Dirac node naturally
provide the Fermi arcs needed for the pair of quadratic
Weyl nodes. Because the C4 rotational symmetry is
preserved, the quadratic Weyl nodes are still along the
C4 rotational (kz) axis. The k-space distribution of the
quadratic Weyl nodes [Fig. 3(f)] breaks time-reversal
symmetry. As a result, as shown in Fig. 3(f), any
ðkx; kyÞ slice whose kz is between the immediate pair of
quadratic Weyl nodes has a Chern number of 2. The fact
that the BZ carries a nonzero chiral number suggests the
existence of anomalous Hall current σxy that arises from the
quadratic Weyl nodes [52]. Figure 3(i) shows the calculated
band structure along kz in the presence of the Zeeman field,
where we see that the type-II Dirac fermion [Fig. 3(h)]

indeed splits into a pair of type-II quadratic Weyl nodes.
Each quadratic Weyl fermion disperses quadratically along
the kx and ky directions [Fig. 3(j)] but linearly along the kz
direction [Fig. 3(i)]. Experimentally, a Zeeman field can be
achieved by inducing ferromagnetism via doping magnetic
elements, as achieved in other semiconductors and semi-
metals [53–56]. Here we propose to dope Cr into VAl3 to
induce ferromagnetism. In Fig. 3(g), we further break the
C4 rotational symmetry. We find that the C4 breaking splits
each double Weyl node with chiral charge �2 into two
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FIG. 3. (a)–(c) A schematic of the phase transition and
corresponding Fermi surface in Na3Bi. (a) A topological insulat-
ing phase by breaking the C3z rotational symmetry. (b) A
schematic Fermi surface of Na3Bi. (c) A single Weyl phase by
applying a Zeeman field along the rotational symmetry preserv-
ing axis. (d)–(g) Schematic illustration of the topological phase
transitions and corresponding Fermi surface in VAl3. (d) A
topological crystalline insulator phase by breaking the C4z
rotational symmetry. (e) An illustration of surface Fermi arcs
and type-II Dirac nodes. (f) Type-II Dirac node splits into a pair of
double Weyl nodes with chiral charge�2 by applying an Zeeman
field along the kz axis. (g) By further applying a C4z symmetry
breaking perturbation, each double Weyl node splits into two
single Weyl nodes with �1 chiral charge. The net Chern number
for the regions defined by dashed lines is shown. (h)–(m) The
calculated band dispersion in different topological phases of
VAl3. (h),(i) The band dispersion along the kz directions (h)
without and (i) with a Zeeman field. (j) The band dispersion along
the kx and ky directions for the type-II double Weyl cone in panel
(i). (k) By breaking the C4z symmetry, the double Weyl node in
panel (j) splits into two single Weyl nodes with an equal chiral
charge of −1. The enlarged band dispersions along the (l) kx and
(m) kz directions for the single Weyl nodes.
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single Weyl nodes with chiral charge �1. Therefore, a
net number of four Weyl nodes are generated from a singe
type-II Dirac node in VAl3. Depending on whether one
compresses the lattice along the x̂ or ŷ direction, the
splitting of the double Weyl nodes will be along the kx
or ky direction. Figures 3(k)–3(m) show the situation where
the lattice was compressed along the x̂ direction. We see
that each quadric Weyl node splits into two single Weyl
nodes along the ky direction.
Finally, we study the Landau level spectrum of the type-

II Dirac fermions in VAl3 (Fig. 4), which plays a key role in
the magnetotransport properties of materials. We first
compare the Landau level spectra of Weyl fermion, type-
I Dirac fermion, and type-II Dirac fermion. The lowest
Landau level of a Weyl fermion is a chiral band [Fig. 4(c)],
whereas the lowest Landau levels of a Dirac fermion
consist of a pair of counterpropagating chiral bands
[Fig. 4(a) and 4(b)] whose Fermi velocities are of the
opposite (same) sign if the Dirac fermions are of type-I(II).
One can measure the Shubnikov-de Haas quantum oscil-
lations [57] or the quantum oscillations of magnetic torque
[58]. Furthermore, the lowest Landau level can be accessed
at high magnetic fields. Because the band structures of the
lowest Landau levels of a Dirac cone, a Weyl cone, and a

parabolic band are distinctly different, the distinction will
manifest in the transport signals. We find that the type-II
character in VAl3 leads to a distinct response in its Landau-
level spectrum, i.e., the existence of a critical angle of the
magnetic field, along which all Landau levels “collapse”
into the same energy, giving rise to a large density of states
[29,30]. We start from the condition where the magnetic
field is parallel to the tilting direction of the type-II Dirac
cone, i.e., the kz direction in VAl3. In this case, the
electrons’ cyclotron motions are within the ðkx; kyÞ plane.
In the semiclassical picture, the electrons will trace the
Fermi contour within this plane. Figure 4(d) shows the
band dispersion along kx. Because the dispersion has a
typical conical shape, the constant energy contour is a closed
loop independent of the chemical potential position [the top
panel of inset of Fig. 4(g)]. We now vary the magnetic field
direction within the ðkx; kzÞ plane. Figure 4(e) shows the
energy dispersion along kθ1 that is perpendicular to the
magnetic field Bθ1 in Fig. 4(g). We see that the dispersion
becomes a tilted cone, while the constant energy contour is a
still closed loop [the middle panel of inset of Fig. 4(g)]. As
we continue to tilt the magnetic field, there exists a critical
angle at which one of the bands becomes flat. This means
that, to the lowest order (k-linear term in the k · p theory
[43]), the Fermi contour becomes nonclosed [the bottom
panel of inset of Fig. 4(g)]. Interestingly, our calculations
show that, to the lowest order, all Landau levels collapse
to the same energy, leading to a large density of states
[Fig. 4(f)]. This can be seen in the angle-dependent
magnetotransport experiments. Based on the calculated
band structure of VAl3, we obtain a critical angle 0.247π
(between the magnetic field and kz) for the type-II Dirac
fermions in VAl3. The Landau-level spectra with different
magnitudes of the Zeeman field are shown in the
Supplemental Material [43].
In summary, we have theoretically identified the type-II

Dirac fermion semimetal state in the VAl3 family of
materials. Distinct from a type-I Dirac semimetal such as
Cd3As2 and Na3Bi, the Dirac node in VAl3 splits into four
type-II Weyl nodes under symmetry breaking. The type-II
Dirac fermions, the Fermi arc surface states, the topological
phase transitions, and the distinct LB spectrum in VAl3
suggest many interesting topological phenomena that can
be measured in electrical transport, optical transport, and
scanning tunneling spectroscopy experiments.
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type-II Dirac fermions, which is the kz direction for VAl3.
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